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ABSTRACT Many experimental studies have shown that arterial smooth muscle cells respond with cytosolic calcium rises to
vasoconstrictor stimulation. A low vasoconstrictor concentration gives rise to asynchronous spikes in the calcium concentration
in a few cells (asynchronous ﬂashing). With a greater vasoconstrictor concentration, the number of smooth muscle cells
responding in this way increases (recruitment) and calcium oscillations may appear. These oscillations may eventually
synchronize and generate arterial contraction and vasomotion. We show that these phenomena of recruitment and
synchronization naturally emerge from a model of a population of smooth muscle cells coupled through their gap junctions. The
effects of electrical, calcium, and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate coupling are studied. A weak calcium coupling is crucial to obtain
a synchronization of calcium oscillations and the minimal required calcium permeability is deduced. Moreover, we note that an
electrical coupling can generate oscillations, but also has a desynchronizing effect. Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate diffusion does
not play an important role to achieve synchronization. Our model is validated by published in vitro experiments obtained on rat
mesenteric arterial segments.
INTRODUCTION
The regulation of hemodynamics by variations of the arterial
diameter results from the contraction of smooth muscle cells
(SMCs) present in the muscular arterial wall. Many
experimental studies have shown that the contraction of
arteries and arterioles is due to an increase in the mean
cytosolic calcium concentration measured on segments of
the arterial wall (Meininger et al., 1991; Wagner et al., 1996;
Yip and Marsh, 1996; Dora et al., 1997). Calcium increases
result from the release of vasoconstrictors present in the
arterial system. Recently, it has been possible to observe that
the average vessel calcium concentration is not representa-
tive of the calcium dynamics within individual SMCs in the
vessel wall (Ruehlmann et al., 2000; Zang et al., 2001;
Mauban et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2001; Sell et al., 2002;
Lamboley et al., 2003): phenomena such as ﬂashing,
recruitment, and synchronization have been reported. These
studies make use of vasoconstrictors like vasopressin,
norepinephrine (NE), phenylephrine (PE), or potassium
chloride (KCl). At low vasoconstrictor concentrations, there
are only asynchronous calcium rises (asynchronous ﬂashing)
in few SMCs and no vessel contraction. Above a certain
vasoconstrictor concentration, all SMCs are recruited (all
cells are ﬂashing). A simultaneous recruitment leads to
a local vessel contraction. Depending on the vessel type and
the nature of the vasoconstrictor, different behaviors have
been observed. On rat mesenteric arteries, KCl induces one
large synchronous calcium increase followed by small
asynchronous oscillations (Lamboley et al., 2003). The
same arteries stimulated by NE (Peng et al., 2001; Sell et al.,
2002) and PE (Mauban et al., 2001; Lamboley et al., 2003)
present synchronous calcium oscillations, leading to a cyclic
variation of vascular basal tone with time (vasomotion). On
the other hand, Ruehlmann et al. (2000) have observed
asynchronous oscillations on the rabbit inferior vena cava
with PE. Raising the vasoconstrictor concentration in-
creases the oscillations frequency (Ruehlmann et al., 2000;
Lamboley et al., 2003) and very high vasoconstrictor concen-
trations lead to an elevated mean calcium level and to
a tonic contraction (Lamboley et al., 2003).
To the best of our knowledge, no existing theoretical
model describes the ﬂashing and recruitment of a population
of SMCs, and the synchronization of their calcium
oscillations. Several biophysical models propose mecha-
nisms for the origin and dynamics of arterial or arteriolar
vasomotion, without taking into account intercellular
communication. According to Ursino et al. (1992) and
Achakri et al. (1994), vasomotion originates from the
interaction between external loads (like pressure and ﬂow),
the mechanical properties of an artery, and the mechanisms
controlling vascular tone. However, the experiments of
Lamboley et al. (2003), performed on rat mesenteric arterial
strips without external loads, exhibit synchronous calcium
oscillations leading to vasomotion. To understand the origin
of arterial vasomotion, another possible approach is to
describe the calcium dynamics of a single SMC (Gonzalez-
Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994; Parthimos et al., 1999).
In this article, we propose a model describing a population
of coupled SMCs. As contraction and vasomotion have also
been observed in absence of an intact endothelium (Haddock
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et al., 2002; Lamboley et al., 2003), endothelial cells are not
included in the model. To describe the calcium dynamics in
a single SMC, we extend the model of Parthimos et al.
(1999), which is to the best of our knowledge the most
advanced model of SMCs. It reproduces well experimental
ﬁndings (arterial vasomotion) and is able to simulate various
pharmacological interventions on SMCs. Gap junctions have
been shown to play a role in the intercellular communication
between SMCs (Christ et al., 1992, 1996). M. Lamboley,
P. Pittet, M. Koenigsberger, R. Sauser, J.-L. Be´ny, and J.-J.
Meister (unpublished results) have observed that adding
a gap junction inhibitor to a population of synchronized
SMCs leads to complete loss of synchrony, although the
cells continue oscillating. Therefore gap junctions are as-
sumed to be necessary for synchronization.
As gap junctions are only poorly selective (Christ et al.,
1996), one can consider a priori three different possibilities
to synchronize calcium oscillations in SMCs: through
electrical coupling, inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) dif-
fusion, and, obviously, calcium diffusion. An electrical
coupling is a reasonable possibility, because SMCs are
excitable cells and the membrane potential oscillates during
contraction and vasomotion (Shimamura et al., 1999; Oishi
et al., 2002). Peng et al. (2001) suggest that initially
asynchronous elevated calcium levels in individual SMCs
activate a depolarizing current that spreads to all SMCs and
could then lead to a synchronous calcium inﬂux through
voltage-operated calcium channels (VOCCs). IP3 diffusion
could also be responsible for synchronization of calcium
oscillations, as IP3 diffuses faster than calcium. However,
under constant drug stimulation, the IP3 level is assumed not
to vary in an oscillating cell (Wakui et al., 1989; Savineau
and Marthan, 2000), unless the cell presents a phospholipase
C-d (PLC-d), which is the case of many types of SMCs
(LaBelle and Polyak, 1996; Lymn and Hughes, 2000). In fact
this isoform of PLC is activated by low concentrations of
calcium (Rebecchi and Pentyala, 2000), and so calcium
oscillations can give rise to IP3 oscillations that in turn could
synchronize the calcium oscillations.
The aim of this study is to gain insights into the emergent
properties of a population of coupled SMCs stimulated by
receptor-ligand agonists and KCl. In particular, we model the
ﬂashing, recruitment, and synchronization of SMCs and
determine what coupling mechanism is required to synchro-
nize calcium oscillations. The different behaviors elicited by
the coupling of SMCs are studied and a value for the gap
junctional calcium permeability is deduced. The model is
then compared to the in vitro results of Lamboley et al.
(2003) obtained on rat mesenteric arterial segments.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Single-cell model
We extend the model of Parthimos et al. (1999) to describe the calcium
dynamics of a single SMC i. In the approach of Parthimos et al. (1999), the
calcium transients and oscillations are generated by the nonlinear interaction
of two oscillators: an intracellular oscillator and a membrane oscillator
(Grifﬁth and Edwards, 1994). The model has four variables: the calcium
concentration in the cytosol ci, the calcium concentration in the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) si, the cell membrane potential vi, and the open state
probability wi of calcium-activated potassium channels. The variables ci and
si set up the intracellular oscillator, and vi and wi the membrane oscillator
(Parthimos et al., 1999):
dci
dt
¼ JIP3i  JVOCCi 1 JNa=Cai  JSRuptakei 1 JCICRi
 Jextrusioni 1 Jleaki ; (1)
dsi
dt
¼ JSRuptakei  JCICRi  Jleaki ; (2)
dvi
dt
¼ gðJNa=Ki  JCli  2JVOCCi  JNa=Cai  JKiÞ; (3)
dwi
dt
¼ lðKactivationi  wiÞ: (4)
The various terms appearing in this set of nonlinear differential equations are
detailed in Parthimos et al. (1999). The quantity JIP3i represents the calcium
release from the stores possessing IP3-receptors. It then depends on the
concentration of IP3 (see Eq. 17 below). The term
JVOCCi ¼ GCa
vi  vCa1
11 e½ðvivCa2 Þ=RCa
(5)
models the calcium inﬂux through VOCCs,
JNa=Cai ¼ GNa=Ca
ci
ci1 cNa=Ca
ðvi  vNa=CaÞ (6)
is the Na1/Ca21 exchange,
JSRuptakei ¼ B
c
2
i
c
2
i 1 c
2
b
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is the SR uptake,
JCICRi ¼ C
s2i
s
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c 1 s
2
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c4i
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(8)
is the calcium-induced calcium release (CICR),
Jextrusioni ¼ Dcið11
vi  vd
Rd
Þ (9)
is the calcium extrusion from the SMC by Ca21-ATPase pumps,
Jleaki ¼ Lsi (10)
is the leak from the SR,
JNa=Ki ¼ FNa=K (11)
is the Na1-K1-ATPase,
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JCli ¼ GClðvi  vClÞ (12)
is the chloride channels,
JKi ¼ GKwiðvi  vKÞ (13)
is the K1 efﬂux, and
Kactivationi ¼
ðci1 cwÞ2
ðci1 cwÞ21be½ðvivCa3 Þ=RK
(14)
is the calcium and voltage activation of K1 channels.
The meaning of the parameters is given in Table 1. The numerical values
of the ﬁxed physiological parameters are taken from Parthimos et al. (1999),
as well as those of the free parameters cb, sc, l, cw, b, and g. cb¼ 1.0 mM, sc
¼ 2.0 mM, l ¼ 45.0, cw ¼ 0 mM, b ¼ 0.13 mM2, and g ¼ 1970 mV/mM.
The relative amplitudes of the terms 5–14 are adjusted to reproduce the
experimental (Peng et al., 2001; Lamboley et al., 2003) duration of a spike,
the oscillation frequency, and the mean calcium level in response to
vasoconstrictor stimulations: GCa ¼ 0.00129 mM mV1 s1, GNa/Ca ¼
0.00316 mMmV1 s1, B ¼ 2.025 mM/s, C ¼ 55 mM/s, D ¼ 0.24 s1, L ¼
0.025 s1, FNa/K ¼ 0.0432 mM/s, GCl ¼ 0.00134 mMmV1 s1, and GK ¼
0.00446 mM mV1 s1. As membrane channels open and close sto-
chastically at ﬁnite temperature, a Gaussian noise is added in the membrane
conductances.
To test if IP3 diffusion plays a role in synchronization during vasomotion,
an equation describing the IP3 dynamics is added to Eqs. 1–4 (Ho¨fer et al.,
2002),
dIi
dt
¼ JPLCagonisti 1 JPLCdi  Jdegradi ; (15)
where Ii represents the IP3 concentration in cell i. The constant JPLCagonisti is
the rate of the PLC activated by receptor-ligand agonists, whereas the term
JPLCdi ¼ E
c
2
i
K
2
Ca1 c
2
i
(16)
models the PLC-d. The unknown amplitude E of JPLCdi will be important for
the study of intercellular IP3 coupling, and it will be treated as a free
parameter. Finally, Jdegradi ¼ kIi expresses IP3 degradation. The term JIP3i in
Eq. 1 is directly related to the IP3 concentration (Ho¨fer et al., 2002):
JIP3i ¼ F
I
2
i
K2r 1 I
2
i
: (17)
The maximal rate F of activation-dependent calcium inﬂux is set to 0.23
mM/s. With this value, JIP3i is in a reasonable range for comparison with the
experiments of Lamboley et al. (2003). The rate of IP3 degradation k is set to
0.1 s1 (Wang et al., 1995). The other parameter values are taken from Ho¨fer
et al. (2002) and are enumerated in Table 2.
Intercellular communication
We assume only one layer of SMCs in the arteries, i.e., we consider a two-
dimensional model, in which SMCs communicate via gap junctions. As gap
junctions connect adjacent cells, a cell is assumed to communicate only with
its ﬁrst-neighbors. SMCs are disposed as on Fig. 1. Every cell is coupled to
its six ﬁrst-neighbors. Gap junctions between two neighboring cells are
modeled by a single global conductance or permeability, which is supposed
to be the same in every direction, even if the contact surface between
adjacent cells is variable. Moreover, the intercellular interactions are
assumed to be symmetric as we study homocellular communications.
A term
Vcouplingi ¼ g+
j
ðvi  vjÞ (18)
TABLE 1 Parameter values for the single cell model of
Parthimos et al. (1999)
Parameter Description
Units or value
if ﬁxed
GCa Whole cell conductance
for VOCCs
mM mV1 s1
vCa1 Reversal potential for VOCCs 100.0 mV
vCa2 Half-point of the VOCC
activation sigmoidal
24.0 mV
RCa Maximum slope of the VOCC
activation sigmoidal
8.5 mV
GNa/Ca Whole cell conductance for
Na1/Ca21 exchange
mM mV1 s1
cNa/Ca Half-point for activation of
Na1/Ca21 exchange by Ca21
0.5 mM
vNa/Ca Reversal potential for the
Na1/Ca21 exchanger
40.0 mV
B SR uptake rate constant mM/s
cb Half-point of the SR ATPase
activation sigmoidal
mM
C CICR rate constant mM/s
sc Half-point of the CICR
Ca21 efﬂux sigmoidal
mM
cc Half-point of the CICR
activation sigmoidal
0.9 mM
D Rate constant for Ca21 extrusion
by the ATPase pump
s1
vd Intercept of voltage dependence
of extrusion ATPase
100.0 mV
Rd Slope of voltage dependence of
extrusion ATPase
250.0 mV
L Leak from SR rate constant s1
g Scaling factor relating net
movement of ion ﬂuxes to the
membrane potential (inversely
related to cell capacitance)
mV/mM
FNa/K Net whole cell ﬂux via the
Na1-K1-ATPase
mM/s
GCl Whole cell conductance for
Cl current
mM mV1 s1
vCl Reversal potential for
Cl channels
25.0 mV
GK Whole cell conductance for
K1 efﬂux
mM mV1 s1
vK Reversal potential for K
1 94.0 mV
l Rate constant for net KCa
channel opening
cw Translation factor for Ca
21
dependence of KCa channel
activation sigmoidal
mM
b Translation factor for membrane
potential dependence of KCa
channel activation sigmoidal
mM2
vCa3 Half-point for the KCa channel
activation sigmoidal
27.0 mV
RK Maximum slope of the KCa
activation sigmoidal
12.0 mV
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is added for each cell i to Eq. 3 to model the electrical coupling between
cells. The gap junctional electrical coupling coefﬁcient g is related to the gap
junctional conductance G by g ¼ G/Cm, where Cm is the cell membrane
capacitance. The conductance G reﬂects the composite junctional perme-
ability to small cytoplasmic ions (Verselis et al., 1986) between the cell i and
its ﬁrst-neighbors j. Setting Cm ’ 105mF (Parthimos et al., 1999) and
G ’ 10 nS (Moore et al., 1991; Moore and Burt, 1995; Li and Simard, 1999;
Yamamoto et al., 2001) gives a gap junctional electrical coupling coefﬁcient
g of the order of 1000 s1.
The calcium coupling describing calcium diffusion is modeled by a term
Jccouplingi ¼ p+
j
ðci  cjÞ; (19)
complementing Eq. 1. The parameter p is the gap junctional calcium
coupling coefﬁcient related to the gap junctional permeability P by p ¼ P/l,
where l represents the mean diffusion path in a cell, which is of the order of
the cell width. As we have not found any values for the gap junctional
permeability P of the SMCs in the literature, the coupling coefﬁcient p¼ P/l
will be treated as a crucial free parameter.
The coupling due to IP3 diffusion, added to Eq. 15, is described in the
same manner as the calcium coupling:
JIcouplingi ¼ pIP3 +jðIi  IjÞ: (20)
As for p, to the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental value of the
coupling coefﬁcient pIP3 for SMCs in the literature. Apart from the fact that
p  pIP3 (as the effect of fast calcium buffering is included in p; Ho¨fer et al.,
2001), pIP3 is a free parameter.
Variability in a population of SMCs
As shown in Hamada et al. (1997), freshly dispersed SMCs stimulated
with a sufﬁciently high concentration of PE oscillate at similar
frequencies. That is the reason why the parameter values are taken the
same for all cells. Only the Gaussian noise in the membrane conductance
parameter values (stochastic opening and closing of channels) induces
some variability in the response of different cells. The noise level is
chosen to obtain comparable variances for model curves and experimental
data (Lamboley et al., 2003).
Vasoconstrictor stimulation
Receptor-ligand agonists like PE or NE are used to induce calcium rises:
After binding on cell-surface receptors (PE binds to a-adrenoceptors, and
NE to a- and b-adrenoceptors), they activate phospholipase C (PLC) and
induce the release of IP3. IP3 then releases calcium from the SR (Minneman,
1988). A raise in the receptor-ligand agonist concentration is simulated by an
increase of the PLC rate JPLCagonisti.
Extracellular KCl does not directly produce the intracellular cascades
arising with receptor-ligand activation. As KCl changes the Nernst potentials
for K1 and Cl, it acts by depolarizing the cell membrane of the SMCs,
opening VOCCs (Nelson et al., 1990). An increase in the KCl concentration
is simulated by changing the reversal potential of K1 and Cl (vK and vCl) in
Eq. 3, accordingly to the Nernst equation.
Numerical methods
Using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, the model equations were
integrated on a two-dimensional grid of;90 rectangular cells (Fig. 1). A cell
has six ﬁrst-neighbors, or less if it is situated near the border. Within each
cell, the calcium and membrane potential dynamics are described by Eqs. 1–
4 and 15. (Movies of the simulations showing the evolution of the calcium
concentration on this two-dimensional grid are available in the Supplemen-
tary Material.) Moreover, to complete our analysis, we used the softwares
XPP and AUTO, as implemented in XPPAUT by B. Ermentrout (http://
www.pitt.edu/;phase/): the equations in the case of one and two coupled
cells were solved with XPP and AUTO was used for bifurcation diagrams.
All stable parts of branches indicated by AUTO have been found in our
numerical simulations.
FIGURE 1 The model equations are integrated on a two-dimensional grid
of SMCs. As the typical size of a single SMC is 5 mm 3 50 mm, the cell
geometry is approximated by a rectangle. Dimensions of the cells are
assumed for visualization and do not affect the intercellular coupling. Each
SMC is generally connected with six neighbors (arrows).
TABLE 2 Parameter values for the IP3 dynamics;
Ho¨fer et al. (2002)
Parameter Description Value
E Maximal rate
of PLC-d
mM/s
KCa Half-saturation constant
for calcium activation
of PLC-d
0.3 mM
k Rate constant
of IP3 degradation
s1
Kr Half-saturation constant
for agonist-dependent calcium entry
1 mM
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RESULTS
Receptor-ligand agonist stimulation
Single SMC behavior
The behavior of the cytosolic calcium concentration ci with
respect to the agonist-activated PLC-rate JPLCagonisti (which is
directly related to the vasoconstrictor concentration) is
shown on Fig. 2 a. In this ﬁgure, the amplitude E of the
rate of PLC-d is set to zero, and no noise is introduced in the
conductance parameters. Increasing the parameter JPLCagonisti ;
one reaches a Hopf bifurcation at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s:
Thus in absence of noise, the cytosolic calcium level is in
a stable steady state (subthreshold behavior) at low agonist
concentrations ðJPLCagonisti , 0:067mM=sÞ;whereas at higher
concentrations ðJPLCagonisti . 0:067mM=sÞ the calcium level
oscillates. With increasing agonist concentrations, the mean
calcium level and the frequency of the oscillations become
higher, whereas the amplitude of the oscillations is slightly
decreasing. A Hopf bifurcation at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s
leads to a state with a high sustained calcium level that no
longer oscillates.
Introducing a Gaussian noise in the channel conductances
results in few irregular ﬂashings of the SMC in the
subthreshold state (Fig. 2 b). The calcium level may exceed
a threshold and ﬂash at moments distributed stochastically in
time. Actually, noise induces variations in parameter values,
changes the bifurcation diagram, and shifts the Hopf
bifurcation. So, if at a certain moment the Hopf bifurcation
point is moved sufﬁciently in the proper direction, a calcium
ﬂash occurs. As the parameter values vary stochastically,
these ﬂashings are irregular. Raising JPLCagonisti increases the
calcium level and thus the probability of ﬂashing.
Introduction of noise at higher values of JPLCagonistiðJPLCagonisti . 0:067mM=sÞ results in little ﬂuctuations be-
tween two calcium rises and in small variations in the
amplitude of the peaks (Fig. 2, c and d).
Increasing the amplitude E of the rate of PLC-d does not
change the shape of the bifurcation diagram presented on
Fig. 2 a. However, the diagram is shifted so that the Hopf
bifurcations occur for smaller values of JPLCagonisti : For E .
0.12 mM/s, the ﬁrst Hopf bifurcation is before JPLCagonisti ¼ 0;
i.e., the cell is oscillating even in absence of a vasoconstric-
tor. This is in contradiction with experimental data and
values of E . 0.12 mM/s can then be excluded.
The time courses of all variables for JPLCagonisti ¼
0:078mM=s are given on Fig. 3. An elevation in cytosolic
calcium concentration is preceded by a membrane de-
polarization that allows calcium inﬂux through VOCCs.
Increasing cytosolic calcium level decreases the calcium
concentration in the SR, and increases the open state
probability of calcium-activated potassium channels which
brings about a membrane hyperpolarization. If the amplitude
E of PLC-d is nonzero, the IP3 level follows the oscillation of
FIGURE 2 (a) Bifurcation diagram for
the cytosolic calcium concentration ci of an
isolated SMC stimulated by a receptor-
ligand agonist (solid line, stable rest state;
dashed line, unstable rest state; and d,
minima and maxima of stable oscillations).
The amplitude E of the PLC-d rate is set to
zero, and no noise in the conductance
parameters is introduced. At low values of
JPLCagonisti (i.e., at low agonist concentra-
tions), the cytosolic calcium level is in
a stable steady state. At JPLCagonisti ¼
0:067mM=s; a Hopf bifurcation occurs;
the steady state becomes unstable and the
calcium concentration begins to oscillate.
At JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s; there is a Hopf
bifurcation and the steady state becomes
stable again. Panels b, c, and d give the
evolution of the cytosolic calcium concen-
tration of an isolated cell in presence of
noise for three values of JPLCagonisti: (b)
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:06mM=s; irregular ﬂashings
due to noise. (c) JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:08mM=s;
oscillations. (d) JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:165mM=s;
oscillations converging to the stable steady
state.
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cytosolic calcium concentration. Increasing E increases the
amplitude of IP3 oscillations.
Population of coupled SMCs
Effects of electrical coupling. The values of the coupling
coefﬁcients p and pIP3 are set to zero to analyze only the effects
of electrical coupling. Our simulations show that an electrical
coupling is not able to synchronize calcium oscillations at all
vasoconstrictor concentrations. A bifurcation diagram of
the calcium concentration in the case of two electrically cou-
pled cells (g ¼ 1000 s1) is given on Fig. 4 a. The
Hopf bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s and
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s are at the same position as for the
single cell bifurcation diagram (Fig. 2 a). The branch of
periodic orbits emanating from them has become unstable,
except for the ranges 0:0689mM=s , JPLCagonisti,
0:0691mM=s and 0:130mM=s , JPLCagonisti, 0:147mM=s:
This mostly unstable branch corresponds to synchronous
calcium oscillations, during which membrane potential and
calcium concentration oscillate in phase at the same
frequency. With respect to the single cell bifurcation diagram
there are two additional Hopf bifurcations occurring at
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:061mM=s and JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:151mM=s: They
give rise to an essentially stable branch of periodic orbits. This
branch corresponds to synchronous membrane potentials
associated to regular asynchronous calcium oscillations. This
means that calcium oscillations are out of phase, but each
calcium oscillation brings about a membrane potential
oscillation in the other cell. Thus membrane potential
oscillates twice whereas calcium oscillates only once. As
the Hopf bifurcation JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:061mM=s is occurring
before the ﬁrst Hopf bifurcation (at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s)
in the single cell bifurcation diagram, oscillations are
generated by electrical coupling: electrically coupled SMCs
in the subthreshold state (for 0:061mM=s , JPLCagonisti,
0:067mM=s) present asynchronous calcium oscillations,
although the cells taken separately are nonoscillating and
ﬂash only from time to time. The oscillations are periodic,
even in the region between the ﬁrst Hopf bifurcation at
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:061mM=s and the ﬁrst occurrence of stable
oscillatory solutions on the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 4 a. If
one increases the number of coupled SMCs we still observe
the generation of oscillations and simultaneous out-of-phase
calcium concentration and in-phase membrane potential
oscillations of neighboring cells (see Fig. 5 in the case of
three cells). Intuitively the generation of oscillations can be
explained in the following way: when one cell is ﬂashing in
the subthreshold state, the neighboring cell prevents it from
having large membrane potential oscillation during this
calcium spike, which perturbates its calcium dynamics. For
example, the amplitude of the calcium-induced membrane
FIGURE 3 Time courses of all model
variables for an isolated SMC stimulated by
a receptor-ligand agonist ðJPLCagonisti ¼
0:078mM=sÞ: No noise is introduced.
The amplitude E of PLC-d is set to 0.01
mM/s, which gives rise to low amplitude
IP3 oscillations. (a, solid line, cytosolic cal-
cium concentration ci; and dotted line, IP3
concentration Ii (stationary). (b) Calcium con-
centration in the SR si. (c) Cell membrane
potential vi. (d) Open state probability of
calcium activated potassium channels wi.
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potential hyperpolarization is then smaller than for an isolated
cell, the calcium inﬂux through VOCCs is less decreased
during hyperpolarization, and thus the cytosolic calcium level
may become higher and begin to oscillate. This is only
possible for out-of-phase calcium oscillations, as one cell has
to damp the membrane potential oscillations of the other cell.
Decreasing g shifts the two additional Hopf bifurcations
toward the Hopf bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s and
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s (Fig. 4 b). We observe that the out-
of-phase effect on calcium oscillations is more important at
high values of g (g $ 10 s1) for which membrane potential
oscillations are synchronous. Indeed, as the membrane
potential oscillates in phase with the calcium concentration
in a single cell and electrical coupling produces out-of-phase
calcium oscillations of several cells, a sufﬁciently high value
of g is needed to synchronize membrane potential oscil-
lations.
Effects of IP3 coupling. First the values of the coupling
coefﬁcients g and p are set to zero to analyze only the effects
of IP3 coupling. The bifurcation diagram for an individual
cell is not signiﬁcantly changed by an increase of the
coupling coefﬁcient pIP3 : For a given amplitude E of the
PLC-d the Hopf bifurcations are at the same position as for
the single cell bifurcation diagram. The essentially stable
branch of periodic solutions emanating from them corre-
sponds to synchronous calcium oscillations (see Fig. 4 c for
the case pIP3 ¼ 1 s1 and E¼ 0.01 mM/s). Thus IP3 coupling
has a synchronizing effect on calcium oscillations. This
effect becomes more signiﬁcant with high values of pIP3 and
of the amplitude E of the PLC-d.
If g¼ 1000 s1, an IP3 coupling coefﬁcient pIP3 . 1 s1 is
needed to synchronize IP3 oscillations. But these synchro-
nous IP3 oscillations alone cannot synchronize calcium
oscillations for reasonable values of E (i.e., for 0 mM/s # E
# 0.12 mM/s), whatever value of pIP3 is used. This is due to
the fact that the amplitude of the IP3 oscillations is small
(Fig. 3 a), which entails that the coupling between the IP3
and calcium oscillations is too weak. Therefore IP3 os-
cillations can be synchronous, without being able to syn-
chronize calcium oscillations. Only for very high values of
E (E . 0.9 mM/s) is IP3 coupling able to synchronize the
calcium oscillations.
Effects of calcium coupling. If the coupling coefﬁcients
g and pIP3 are set to zero, increasing p does not signiﬁcantly
change the stable parts of the bifurcation diagram and the
frequency of oscillations compared to those of an isolated
cell. The Hopf bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s
and JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s (see Fig. 4 d for the case of
p ¼ 0.03 s1) are at the same position as for the single
cell bifurcation diagram (Fig. 2 a). The essentially stable
branch of periodic orbits emanating from them corresponds
to synchronous calcium oscillations. For the parameter range
FIGURE 4 Bifurcation diagrams for the
cytosolic calcium concentration ci of an
SMC stimulated by a receptor-ligand ago-
nist in the case of two coupled cells (solid
line, stable rest state; dashed line, unstable
rest state; d, minima and maxima of stable
oscillations; ands, minima and maxima of
unstable oscillations). The amplitude E of
the PLC-d rate is set to zero in a, b, and d,
and no noise in the conductance parameters
is introduced. (a) Electrical coupling (g ¼
1000 s1, p ¼ pIP3 ¼ 0 s1). There are four
Hopf bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:061
mM=s; JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s; JPLCagonisti ¼
0:149mM=s; and JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:151mM=s:
(b) Electrical coupling (g ¼ 1 s1, p ¼
pIP3 ¼ 0 s1). With respect to the bifurca-
tion diagram in a, the external Hopf
bifurcations have been shifted toward the
bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s and
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s: They are now at
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:065mM=s and JPLCagonisti ¼
0:150mM=s: (c) IP3 coupling (pIP3 ¼
1 s1; E ¼ 0.01 mM/s, g ¼ p ¼ 0 s1).
The Hopf bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼
0:063mM=s and JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:142mM=s
are at the same position as for the single cell
bifurcation diagram at this value of E.
(d) Calcium coupling (p ¼ 0.03 s1, g ¼
pIP3 ¼ 0 s1). There are four Hopf
bifurcations at JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:067mM=s;
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:070mM=s; JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:143
mM=s; and JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:149mM=s:
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0.01 s1 , p , 0.18 s1, two additional Hopf bifurcations
appear. They give rise to a mostly unstable branch of
periodic solutions corresponding to antiphase calcium
oscillations. Thus unlike electrical coupling, calcium
coupling may synchronize calcium oscillations at every
value of JPLCagonisti:
Setting g to 1000 s1, a calcium coupling coefﬁcient p
above 0.03 s1 is needed to synchronize oscillating cells,
independently of the IP3 coupling. So a minimal calcium
diffusion is necessary to a synchronization.
With a calcium coupling coefﬁcient 0.03 s1# p# 1 s1,
the calcium ﬂashings are not able to synchronize in the
subthreshold state and the cells only ﬂash from time to time
in an irregular way. The mean calcium level over the whole
grid is low and constant in time as in Fig. 6 a. Using a calcium
permeability in the same range at higher values of JPLCagonistiðJPLCagonisti. 0:067mM=sÞ; our simulations show a perfect
synchronization of the oscillations and a recruitment of all
cells, independently of the initial conditions: even if the drug
does not arrive simultaneously on all SMCs and the cells do
not begin to oscillate at the same time, the SMCs become
rapidly synchronized. The mean calcium level is then
oscillating too (Fig. 6, b and c).
A calcium coupling coefﬁcient.1 s1 induces a synchro-
nized calcium concentration in all cells in the subthreshold
state, and no more asynchronous ﬂashing is possible.
KCl stimulation
Single SMC behavior
The behavior of the cytosolic calcium concentration ci of
a single cell with respect to the KCl concentration is shown
on Fig. 7 a. In this ﬁgure, no noise is introduced in the
conductance parameters. Below the Hopf bifurcation at 9.67
mM, the SMC is in a stable steady state. Taking noise into
account gives rise to irregular ﬂashings (Fig. 7 b). At higher
concentrations, there is a single calcium peak followed by
small oscillations (Fig. 7 c). The membrane potential vi
oscillates in phase with ci. The amplitude of the calcium peak
is higher and its slope steeper with increasing KCl
concentrations. At KCl concentrations above 15.95 mM
(Hopf bifurcation), these small oscillations are abolished and
only noise ﬂuctuations remain (Fig. 7 d). For KCl con-
centrations higher than 15.95 mM, the cell response remains
the same, because the value of the steady-state calcium
level is no longer changing (Fig. 7 a).
In the subthreshold state the ﬂashings are more irregular
with KCl stimulations ([KCl] , 9.67 mM), than with
receptor-ligand agonist stimulations ðJPLCagonisti, 0:067mM=sÞ:
Population of coupled SMCs
The calcium coupling coefﬁcient p is set again to 0.03 s1,
pIP3 to zero, and g to 1000 s
1. At low KCl concentrations
([KCl] # 9.67 mM), the behavior is similar to that observed
with receptor-ligand agonist stimulations: individual SMCs
are not able to synchronize their cytosolic calcium concen-
trations and only ﬂash from time to time in an irregular way
(Fig. 8 a). At higher KCl concentrations (9.67 mM # [KCl]
# 15.95 mM), the ﬁrst calcium peak is simultaneous for all
cells (it occurs at the moment of the arrival of KCl) and is
followed by asynchronous low amplitude oscillations (Fig.
8, b and c). These oscillations synchronize only for a calcium
coupling coefﬁcient p . 1 s1. Above a certain KCl
FIGURE 5 Evolution of the cytosolic calcium concentration ci and of the
membrane potential vi in the case of three mutually electrically coupled cells
(with g ¼ 1000 s1 and p ¼ pIP3 ¼ 0 s1) in the subthreshold state
ðJPLCagonisti ¼ 0:064mM=sÞ: (a) regular asynchronous calcium oscillations
and (b) synchronous membrane potential oscillations are generated. This
situation corresponds to a frequency locking 3:1 (i.e., in one SMC, the
membrane potential oscillates three times, whereas the calcium concentra-
tion oscillates only once).
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concentration ([KCl] . 15.95 mM), only the ﬁrst peak and
small noise ﬂuctuations remain.
DISCUSSION
Recruitment of SMCs
In the subthreshold state, increasing the vasoconstrictor
concentration raises the probability of ﬂashing of a single
cell, thus leading to a higher number of recruited SMCs.
Many authors (Ruehlmann et al., 2000; Zang et al., 2001;
Lamboley et al., 2003) have observed that the number of
cells ﬂashing in an all-or-none fashion increases with
increasing vasoconstrictor concentrations, until a concentra-
tion, for which all cells are subject to calcium rises. In our
model this threshold vasoconstrictor concentration corre-
sponds to the Hopf bifurcation.
Electrical coupling
As Savineau and Marthan (2000) reviewed, the behavior
of isolated SMCs in response to agonist stimulations is
variable: some types of SMCs present calcium oscillations,
whereas others present only a transient calcium increase. An
interesting result of our model is that synchronous membrane
potential and asynchronous calcium oscillations can be
generated when isolated cells in the subthreshold state (i.e.,
nonoscillating isolated cells) are electrically coupled (Fig. 4,
a and b, and Fig. 5). In our model, the asynchronous calcium
oscillations reported by Ruehlmann et al. (2000) and Zang
et al. (2001) are not only due to a too-weak gap junctional
FIGURE 6 Comparison of our model
with experimental data of rat mesenteric
arterial strips stimulated by PE (Lambo-
ley et al., 2003). On the left, the cytosolic
calcium dynamics of several coupled
SMCs is calculated (with p ¼ 0.03 s1,
g ¼ 1000 s1, and pIP3 ¼ 0) for three
values of JPLCagonisti (simulating low, me-
dium, and high PE concentrations): (a)
JPLCagonisti ¼ 0:06mM=s; (b) JPLCagonisti ¼
0:08mM=s; and (c) JPLCagonisti ¼
0:165mM=s: On the right are the cor-
responding experimental results obtained
by measuring ﬂuorescence ratios: (d)
[PE] ¼ 0.2 mM, (e) [PE] ¼ 0.6 mM, and
(f) [PE] ¼ 1.5 mM. Each thin curve
gives the evolution of the calcium con-
centration (a, b, and c) or ﬂuorescence
ratio (d, e, and f) in a typical SMC. The
thick curve represents the mean calcium
concentration/mean ﬂuorescence ratio
(MFR) taken over the whole grid (;80–
90 cells). The three concentrations give
rise to three different behaviors: (a and d)
Few irregular asynchronous ﬂashings
occur and the mean value is constant
and low. (b and e) There is a recruitment
and a synchronization of all cells, in-
dependently of the initial conditions. The
arrow indicates the beginning of the
coupling. The mean calcium level is
oscillating. (c and f) The mean calcium
level is high; the cells are oscillating
synchronously, converging to a stable
steady state. On f the mean calcium level
decreases during maintained exposure to
PE. This is probably due to receptor
desensitization and photobleaching.
These effects are not taken into account
in our model.
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coupling, as one might intuitively expect, but to a strong
electrical coupling as well.
IP3 coupling
As a PLC-d has been detected in many types of SMCs, which
entails that calcium oscillations give rise to IP3 oscillations, it
is worthwhile to test if IP3 coupling can synchronize calcium
oscillations. The hypothesis was plausible as IP3 diffuses
much faster and has a greater gap junctional permeability
than calcium.
However, our simulations have shown that PLC-d
amplitudes E , 0.12 mM/s must be considered. In the case
of astrocytes, Ho¨fer et al. (2002) have even deduced that E
must be ,0.05 mM/s, as E . 0.05 mM/s leads to
regenerative intercellular calcium waves that have no limit
in the length of propagation (a fact that is not observed
experimentally). For values of E , 0.12 mM/s, our results
show that, for a permeability to IP3 as high as possible, no
synchronization of calcium oscillations could be achieved by
IP3 diffusion alone.
Calcium coupling
A calcium coupling is needed to obtain a synchronization of
calcium oscillations at all vasoconstrictor concentrations.
This allows us to set a minimal value pmin ¼ 0.03 s1 for the
gap junctional calcium coupling coefﬁcient. As the ﬂashings
observed in vitro are asynchronous in the subthreshold state,
a maximal value of the calcium coupling coefﬁcient (pmax ¼
1 s1) can also be deduced from our model. This value
corresponds to the maximal value that can be used to obtain
small asynchronous calcium oscillations under KCl stimu-
lation. Assuming a mean intracellular calcium diffusion path
of 5 mm, the minimal calcium permeability needed for
synchronization can be deduced: Pmin ¼ 0.15 mm/s. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no value for P in the
literature, but our range encompasses the calcium perme-
ability deduced in other theoretical models describing
homocellular calcium communication: for hepatocytes, the
estimations of Wilkins and Sneyd (1998) and Ho¨fer (1999)
are, respectively, P ¼ 0.1 mm/s and P ¼ 0.6 mm/s.
Electrical coupling and IP3 diffusion are not sufﬁcient to
synchronize the calcium oscillations of a population of
stimulated cells. However, it is worth noticing that through
these couplings a stimulated cell could give rise to an
intercellular calcium wave that propagates to several non-
stimulated neighboring cells. For example, an intercellular
calcium wave in epithelial cells has been modeled assuming
only intercellular IP3 diffusion (Sneyd et al., 1995). Note that
the diffusion coefﬁcient and the permeability for IP3 are
much larger than for calcium. An intercellular calcium wave
that propagates through calcium diffusion can therefore be
very slow compared to a wave that propagates through
IP3 diffusion (Ho¨fer et al., 2002). So a weak calcium
permeability P ¼ 0.15 mm/s is sufﬁcient to synchronize
FIGURE 7 (a) Bifurcation diagram for
the cytosolic calcium concentration ci of an
isolated SMC stimulated by KCl (solid line,
stable rest state; dashed line, unstable rest
state; and d, minima and maxima of stable
oscillations). At low KCl concentrations,
the calcium level is in a stable steady state.
At [KCl] ¼ 9.67 mM, a Hopf bifurcation
occurs and low amplitude calcium oscil-
lations appear. At [KCl]¼ 15.95 mM, there
is a Hopf bifurcation and the steady state
becomes stable again. Panels b, c, and
d give the evolution of the cytosolic
calcium concentration of an isolated SMC
in presence of noise for three values of
[KCl]: (b) [KCl] ¼ 5 mM; irregular
ﬂashings due to noise. (c) [KCl] ¼ 15
mM; oscillations. (d) [KCl] ¼ 50 mM;
ﬂuctuations due to noise.
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oscillating cells, whereas it can be too weak to obtain fast
waves.
Discussion of the model hypotheses
To describe the calcium dynamics in a single SMC, we have
chosen to extend the model of Parthimos et al. (1999), which
is, to the best of our knowledge, the most advanced model of
SMCs. Our explanations of the recruitment and irregular
asynchronous ﬂashings rely only on the presence of an
oscillation threshold (like a Hopf bifurcation), provided
some noise is introduced in the model. We have also noticed
that regular asynchronous calcium oscillations can be
generated in the subthreshold state when cells are electrically
coupled. This is due to the presence of two additional Hopf
bifurcations giving rise to an essentially stable branch of
periodic orbits. A comparable behavior would be observed in
any SMC model that would consist of an intracellular
calcium oscillator coupled to some equations describing the
cell membrane potential dynamics. The contribution of
VOCCs is crucial: If one SMC is ﬂashing in the subthreshold
state, the neighboring SMCs prevent it from having a large
membrane potential hyperpolarization. The calcium inﬂux
through VOCCs is then less decreased, and this rises the
calcium level, destabilizes the steady state of the intracellular
oscillator, and brings about oscillations.
We have made the approximation that all cells are
described by the same parameter values. The variability is
FIGURE 8 Comparison of our model
with experimental data of rat mesenteric
arterial strips stimulated by KCl (Lambo-
ley et al., 2003). On the left, the cytosolic
calcium dynamics of several coupled
SMCs is calculated (with p ¼ 0.03 s1,
g ¼ 1000 s1, and pIP3 ¼ 0). On the right
are the corresponding experimental re-
sults obtained by measuring ﬂuorescence
ratios. Each thin curve gives the evolution
of the calcium concentration/ﬂuorescence
ratio in a typical SMC. The thick curve
represents the mean calcium concentra-
tion/mean ﬂuorescence ratio (MFR) taken
over the whole grid (;80–90 cells). Low,
medium, and high KCl concentrations
give rise to three different behaviors: (a)
[KCl] ¼ 5 mM and (d) [KCl] ¼ 0.5 mM
(the same behavior is observed in Lam-
boley et al., 2003, for 0.5 mM# [KCl]#
10 mM): irregular asynchronous ﬂashings
occur and the mean value is constant and
low. (b and e) [KCl] ¼ 15 mM: the ﬁrst
peak is followed by low amplitude
asynchronous calcium oscillations. The
mean value of these asynchronous oscil-
lations is constant. (c and f) [KCl] ¼ 50
mM: the ﬁrst peak is followed by
a sustained calcium level that is no longer
oscillating.
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introduced by a Gaussian noise mimicking stochastic
opening and closing of membrane channel conductances.
Giving different parameter values to different cells would
produce different intrinsic frequencies, and a higher minimal
value for the permeability would be required to synchronize
oscillating cells (Ho¨fer, 1999). However, our hypothesis is
reasonable, because freshly dispersed SMCs oscillate with
similar frequencies (Hamada et al., 1997).
The gap junctional couplings are assumed to be isotropic,
because no studies showing any preferential direction of
wave propagation between SMCs have been found in the
literature. We could have supposed that the number of gap
junctions, and therefore the gap junctional coupling coef-
ﬁcients, are proportional to the contact surface of adjacent
cells. Besides, as noise in the membrane channel conduc-
tances is included, it could also be introduced in the gap
junctional coupling coefﬁcients. We checked that these changes
are not affecting the general behavior of our simulations.
As vasomotion has been observed in absence of an intact
endothelium (Haddock et al., 2002; Lamboley et al., 2003),
endothelial cells are not included in our model. However,
several studies claim that the endothelium can play a role
during vasomotion (Shimamura et al., 1999; Sell et al., 2002)
and heterocellular communication between SMCs and ECs
has been reported (Budel et al., 2001; Schuster et al., 2001;
Dora et al., 2003). Thus it can be worth studying the
heterocellular communication between SMCs and ECs. This
needs further investigation and is beyond the scope of the
present study.
Comparison with experiments
The model is compared to the experiments of Lamboley et al.
(2003) performed on rat mesenteric arterial strips stimulated
by the vasoconstrictors PE and KCl at low, medium, and
high concentrations. In our simulations, a weak calcium
coupling coefﬁcient p ¼ 0.03 s1 and an electrical coupling
coefﬁcient g ¼ 1000 s1 are assumed.
For receptor-ligand agonist stimulations, the three behav-
iors described in Lamboley et al. (2003) are observed. At
low PE concentrations ([PE] , 0.4 mM), the mean calcium
level is low and constant, and there are only irregular
asynchronous ﬂashings (Fig. 6 d). We suppose that these
ﬂashings originate from stochastic opening and closing of
membrane channels, as modeled on Fig. 6 a. A weak calcium
coupling coefﬁcient such as 0.03 s1 is not able to
synchronize them. However, sometimes a ﬂashing in one
cell brings about a ﬂashing in a neighboring one, in
agreement with the experimental results of M. Lamboley,
A. Schuster, J.-L. Be´ny, and J.-J. Meister (unpublished
results). At medium PE concentrations (0.4 mM # [PE] #
0.8 mM), a recruitment and a synchronization of the
oscillations of all cells are observed in vitro (Fig. 6 e), as
simulated on Fig. 6 b. At high concentrations of PE ([PE] .
0.8 mM), the cells have a sustained calcium level and
oscillate rapidly (Fig. 6, f and c). The frequency of the
oscillations is of the same order as in our model.
For KCl stimulations, the three behaviors observed in vitro
are also obtained. At low KCl concentrations ([KCl] , 9.67
mM), there are asynchronous ﬂashings which are more
irregular than in the case of PE stimulation (Fig. 8, a and d).
At medium KCl concentrations (9.67 mM # [KCl] # 15.95
mM), our simulations present one great calcium peak
followed by small asynchronous oscillations and the mean
calcium level is not oscillating (Fig. 8 b). This is similar to
the experimental results (Fig. 8 e). At high concentrations
([KCl] . 15.95 mM), the simulations show a peak followed
by a sustained calcium level (Fig. 8 c) in agreement with the
experiments (Fig. 8 f). Lamboley et al. (2003) observed that
stimulating the SMCs with higher KCl concentrations than
30 mM does not change the behavior of the results. This is
conﬁrmed on our bifurcation diagram for KCl, where the
value of the steady calcium level is only slightly increasing
for [KCl] . 30 mM (Fig. 7 a).
In vitro the mean calcium level (Lamboley et al., 2003)
and the frequency (Zang et al., 2001; Mauban et al., 2001)
decrease during maintained exposure to vasoconstrictors.
Such effects, visible on Fig. 6, e and f, and on Fig. 8 f, are
probably due to receptor and channel desensitization and
photobleaching. They are not taken into account in our
model.
CONCLUSION
The origin of arterial contraction and vasomotion is
understood in terms of the calcium dynamics (ﬂashing,
recruitment, and synchronization) of a population of coupled
SMCs. We have modeled the asynchronous ﬂashing
occurring at low vasoconstrictor concentration and explained
why the number of recruited SMCs grows with increasing
vasoconstrictor concentration. Moreover, we have shown
that a weak gap junctional calcium coupling is necessary to
synchronize calcium oscillations. Our results show that an
electrical coupling can generate and desynchronize calcium
oscillations. IP3 diffusion does not play an important role
in the achievement of synchronization. Our model is in
agreement with the experimental results of Lamboley et al.
(2003) obtained on strips of rat mesenteric arteries. We
conclude that asynchronous ﬂashing, recruitment, and
synchronization, and thus arterial contraction and vaso-
motion, emerge from a population of coupled SMCs.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
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